SWEETER BY THE DOZEN

This hit parade of HOLIDAY COOKIES features the CLASSICS your loved ones look forward to enjoying all year long—but with a FUN TWIST. From multicolored shortbread to winter white (chocolate) biscotti, each is extra-special. Bake a few batches, box them with care, and finish with a shiny bow.

EDIBLE ART

How do you improve on the simple perfection of shortbread? Go ombré! For this eye-catching display, red and green food coloring were used to tint the dough in increasingly darker shades (the yellow ones are au naturel). Pipe these figure eights when the dough is room temperature, but chill them before baking for the sharpest shapes.

For recipes, see page 158.
Our iconic crescents aren’t as innocent as they look. They’re infused with brandy and fragrant freshly grated nutmeg—yes, we’re talking eggnog in cookie form. Enlist a rasp or grater to grind the nutmeg seeds into a fine powder, then toss the baked cookies in confectioners’ sugar while they’re still warm so it sticks to them easily.

SWEET SPOTS

Even delicate sandwich cookies can pack a flavorful punch when you use twice the chocolate. These boast cocoa in the shortbread as well as milk chocolate in the peppermint-ganache filling. The peakaboo cutouts can be made with a small, fluted round cutter, as we did here, or you can try a star or tree shape for a festive touch. Drive the points home with chopped peppermint candies.

BRANDY-NUTMEG CRESCENTS

DOUBLE-CHOCOLATE PEPPERMINT SANDWICHES
FRUIT BOWLS

These little gems were inspired by torta sbrisolona, a crunchy almond-enriched tart from northern Italy. The nutty dough plays two roles: It forms the cookies and is also crumbled on top. The dough is a snap to make, too—you just cut butter into flour. With your fingers, press it into rounds, then spoon jam on top. (Cranberry was our test kitchen’s hands-down favorite.)

Biscotti make great gifts if you’re shipping them or traveling far, because they’re sturdy and keep beautifully for at least a week. The stealth ingredient in this version is cornmeal. It adds a subtle crunch and a hint of roasted-corn sweetness that’s delicious with tart cherries, salted macadamia nuts, and rich white chocolate. Once the cookies are cool, dip them in melted white chocolate and sprinkle with nonpareils.
The secret to these exceptional rugelach is the tender, flaky, slightly tart (thanks to cream cheese) dough and the intense sweet-tart apricot filling—made from simmering dried apricots with sugar and vanilla and then whirling them in the food processor. A sprinkling of ground pistachios complements the vibrant fruit; if possible, use Sicilian ones, which are a brilliant green.

Crisp, caramelized palmiers look as if they belong in a patisserie, but these are made with store-bought all-butter puff pastry and do not require a degree in pastry arts. You just fold the dough inward from the edges, chill it, slice it crosswise, and bake. (In a nod to morning buns, we sprinkled them with cinnamon, sugar, and orange zest first.) To get the sweet shape, make sure the dough is very cold when you cut it.